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Supply List

Plein Air Painting All Media
Fall 2021
Saturday, October 16, 9 am - 5 pm
Instructor: Edmond Praybe

Materials List
Folding Easel-A light folding easel that can be easily carried and will hold your largest size canvas/painting board.

Painting Table- a small light-weight table to put your palette and painting supplies on if you do not have one attached to your easel [old tv trays
work well] This is not essential, but makes working on-site much easier.

Sketchbook- between 5.5”x 8.5” and 11”x 14” [something that can be easily carried with the rest of your painting supplies]
Pencils- a couple of softer pencils B-4B range or charcoal is good, an eraser and sharpener

A Palette- a plastic palette with a lid is ideal for landscape painting, but anything that you are comfortable transporting is ok.

Brushes Oil/Acrylic- a variety of round and flat natural bristle brushes [8-10 brushes total, more if you prefer]

Watercolor- round: several between size 6 and 12 sable or synthetic flat: 1/2 Inch synthetic, also 1 or 2 cheap 1” or larger brushes for large
washes/wetting paper

Surfaces- Stretched canvas/linen or wood/MDF cradled panels, primed for oil painting, watercolor (cold pressed is most versatile) or pastel
paper. Your surface/support is up to you and dependent on material. I can discuss options with you and make suggestions based on what you
want out of your work.
The size of your surface depends on how comfortable you are with your materials and working outdoors. Keep in mind will be making a series
of quick (1 hour or so ) paintings. I
advise not going much smaller than 9”x 12” as smaller work lends more towards a fussiness that can become a detriment to direct landscape
painting.

Miscellaneous Items- water/turp jars, rags or paper towels, masking tape, painting gloves, bag or backpack for carrying supplies, plastic bags
for trash/paint rags, sunblock, umbrella, weather appropriate clothing, snacks and water. -mask and hand sanitizer. -lightweight folding chair or
stool

Paint, Watercolor, Pastel, Colored Pencil, etc. Media is completely up to you for this class. All lessons will be based around formal or
thematic concerns that can be applied to all 2-D mediums. Technical advice on specific materials will be given by the instructor on an individual
basis or as an aside to the main lessons. If you are unsure where to begin with a basic palette see the list below:
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Oil (or Acrylic)Paints-
-Titanium or Titanium/Zinc White
-Cadmium Yellow Light
-Yellow Ochre or Raw Sienna
-Cadmium Orange [optional]
-Burnt Sienna -Cadmium Red Medium
-Alizarin Crimson
-Ultramarine Blue
-Cobalt Blue
-Permanent Green Light
-Pthalo Green
-Raw Umber
-Mars Black [or any other black you have is ok]-any other colors that you wish to add

Odorless Mineral Spirits (for oil)-and a jar with a lid, preferably screw top for transport

Watercolor-
Basic Palette-
-Alizarin Crimson & Cad Red Medium
-Ultra Marine Blue & Prussian Blue
-Lemon Yellow & New Gamboge
-Hookers Green
-Cad Orange
Supplemental Colors-
-Yellow Ochre
-Burnt Sienna
-Neutral Tint or Payne’s Gray
-Cerulean Blue
-Aureolin
-Cobalt Blue
-Winsor Blue (red or green shade) or Phthalo Blue
-Phthalo Green
-Quinacridone Red
-Quinacridone Gold
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